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Introduction 

 

YFBull Team is a London-based blockchain technology team. We invited a YFI            
team technical staff to act as a team consultant and help develop YFBull.  

YFI has risen more than ten thousand times since it went online. The blast of Defi                
has been the birth of YFI, bringing many myths to the entire currency industry.              
YFBull is a more functional version of the YFI application. In addition to the 5 basic                
protocols of YFI itself, YFB currently has at least two new functions. 

Among them, two new features of YFB are unique in the “YF” series.  
  

Bull Farming   

 
The most highly anticipated new feature [FARMING] protects the value of all token             
holders. 
When the market value of YFB is volatile, YFB will draw or subsidize a percentage of                
the price difference from the staking pool of YFB so that the value of YFB becomes                
more stable. 
  
 
  

Bull Vault 

 
Community-developed yield farming robots 
Bull Vault follows a unique strategy that is designed to maximize the yield of the 
deposited asset and minimize risk. 
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Bull Earn 

 
Yield-aware dynamic money markets that serve as building blocks for Bull Vault Earn 
performs profit switching for lending providers, moving your funds between dydx, 
Aave, Compound autonomously. 
 
 

Bull Zap 

 
A tool that enables users to swap between various stablecoins and a basket of 
interest-bearing stablecoins or pools  
Save on gas fees by Zapping directly into or out of Curve pools from the base 
assets. 
 
 

Bull Cover 

 
Bull Insure pooled insurance provides coverage against financial loss for various 
smart contracts and product offerings underwritten by Nexus Mutual. 
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Equilibrium 
 
When the market price of YFB drops by 1% at the settlement time (UTC) 00:00, the                
YFB volume of the holder’s wallet will be automatically recovered an extra 1% of              
YFB from the staking pool; on the contrary, when the market price of YFB rises by                
1%, YFB in the wallet will only reduce 0.5% (that is, 1%/2) automatically back to the                
staking pool, and this mechanism will keep running until 600,000 YFB fully held by              
the public. 

 

DEX Listing and Oracle Pricing 

On the official launch of YFBull, YFBull will be listed and tradable on             
Uniswap.exchange with an initial price equaling 1 ETH = 30 YFB under the pair of               
YFB/ETH. Uniswap.exchange trading pairs will be the main contributor to the           
oracles’ pricing. 
  
  
 

Token Distribution 

The total supply of YFB will be 600,000. The number of YFBull airdrops is 6,000. In order                 
to thank the YFI technical team for their technical support, we donated 3,000 YFB to YFI                
officials and 10 to Chaincraft, so there is 296,990 YFB at the staking pool and 300,000                
YFB for the online first phase of recognition. 
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Staking 

Staking is the extra reward system available in the YFBull Ecosystem where holders of              
YFB can deposit the YFB derivatives into the staking smart contract to earn predetermined              
fixed and variable taking rewards. Rewards may include but not limited to YFB, ETH, and               
other partnership tokens. The staking mechanism is a type of simulated monetary policy             
that will enhance the stability of YFB. 
  

Governance and Transparency 

YFBull will actively publish the foundation’s wallet addresses on yfbull.london and all the             
YFBull stakeholders can actively monitor every action done by the YFBull Foundation            
through Etherscan. The YFBull foundation will always act in the best interest of the YFBull               
project and bring value to stakeholders and the greater crypto community.  
  
  

About Us 

YFBull [YFB] is an application platform developed based on YFI’s decentralized           
applications. And with additional functions such as [Bull.Farming] and [Bull.Swap]. This           
platform aggregates multiple agreements to protect the value of all token holders and             
generate high income to bring users additional interests on YFB through YFB staking. 
 
Our platform also aggregates multiple protocols. When users deposit for staking, it will             
automatically allocate to the current agreement with the highest revenue and provide users             
to prove the rights and interests of YFB, users could easily withdraw original deposited and               
corresponding income through [Bull.Earn]. 
 


